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The expense and delay of transport by road isolated the
markets and made them aim at being self-supporting. The
same causes hindered the development of large capitalistic
enterprises in the sphere of local trade, except for wares
carried by sea, or caravan, or rivers. It is an interesting fact
that the Emperor Hadrian, who favoured smallholders in
agriculture and petty contractors in the mines, tried to put
down the middleman in trade, and to connect the purchaser
directly with the producer. In spite of this, capitalistic
methods were more successful in trade than in any other
department of economic activity during the empire. The
merchants, together with the great landowners, were the
richest men of the time. They formed important trading
companies and associations. The merchants interested in
•shipping, callednaucleri ornavicitlarii, combined in companies
of this kind, and became one of the most powerful economic
alliances in the empire.
It appears, therefore, that the empire accomplished a great
deal in the sphere of economics. Fresh sources of wealth
were discovered. Countries which had previously been con-
tent with the most primitive commercial arrangements now
became accessible to systematic exploitation. Exchange was
facilitated by a better system of roads and protection from
pirates at sea. The imposts were not burdensome. In the
relation between capital and labour the empire, that is,
the government of the empire, remained passive and left
the problem to settle itself. Its interposition was rare and
governed by no system : at one time it favoured capital and
great fortunes, at another it took measures to protect the
small proprietor and the working man. The emperors of the
second century interfered more than others. I have mentioned
already Hadrian's defence of smallholders and tenants. It is
right to notice the legislation of all these emperors in order to
raise the legal and social level of slaves. It must be remem-
bered, however, that the labour question, as we understand it,
was unknown to the ancient world. The existence of slavery
and the application of slave labour to industry made it im-
possible for free labourers to combine and fight the employers.
Not only so, but the government frowned on any associations
for other than religious purposes and would certainly have
suppressed them.
Nevertheless, together with a forward movement we have

